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[1] A search for fast flows in the plasma sheet during quiet times was conducted in
order to further test the previously found close association between fast flows and auroral
brightenings. We first identified ‘‘quiet intervals’’ of at least 30-min duration in the Polar
ultraviolet global images of auroras. During 16 months of Polar observations from
January 1997 through April 1998, 41 quiet intervals were identified when Geotail was
between 8 and 31 RE down the tail and within 10 RE of the midnight meridian. Fast
flows were more rare during the quiet intervals than at other times. For 4 of the 41
intervals identified, Geotail detected flows faster than 300 km s�1 in the plasma sheet.
All the four flows were earthward parallel flows accompanied by northward magnetic
field beyond 20 RE, and there were no perpendicular flows faster than 300 km s�1. To
understand the nature of the fast (but not perpendicular) flows during the quiet intervals,
an earthward flow at 21 RE down the tail was studied in detail. The plasma beta was
higher than unity during the earthward flow, but the fastest ion velocity moments
consisted of the two counterstreaming components flowing along the magnetic field, a
characteristic known to define the plasma sheet boundary layer. Our results further
support the close association between auroral brightenings and clear fast flows as seen in
previous studies, because no perpendicular fast flows were found during quiet intervals.
Since some perpendicular flows slower than 300 km s�1 were found beyond �20 RE

down the tail, a velocity of �300 km s�1 appears to statistically make a difference in the
geoeffectiveness of perpendicular flows. INDEX TERMS: 2744 Magnetospheric Physics:

Magnetotail; 2764 Magnetospheric Physics: Plasma sheet; 2407 Ionosphere: Auroral ionosphere (2704);
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1. Introduction

[2] The near-Earth neutral line model of substorm has
been more successful than many other models in explaining
magnetotail characteristics beyond �10–20 RE at the times
of substorms [e.g., Baker et al., 1996]. However, the

association between reconnection and development of
auroras is far from being firmly established, because recon-
nection signatures inside �30 RE like tailward moving
plasmoids [Ieda et al., 2001] or earthward fast flows
[Nakamura et al., 2001] are associated with small auroral
brightenings as well as breakups.
[3] The average magnetic field in the magnetotail has a

weak northward component originating from the Earth’s
dipole magnetic field, however, tailward fast (>300 km s�1)
plasma flows in the tail tend to be accompanied by
southward magnetic field [Nishida et al., 1981; Hayakawa
et al., 1982]. These southward fields are believed to be
evidence for reconnection in the tail. Theoretically, recon-
nection yields tailward flow with southward magnetic field
and earthward flow with northward magnetic field. Nagai et
al. [1998] statistically studied times near substorm onsets
identified by ground magnetic field and found that the
earthward flow with northward magnetic field is seen
earthward of 20–30 RE and the tailward flow with south-
ward magnetic field is seen beyond this region. This result
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can be interpreted that reconnection is occurring somewhere
between 20 and 30 RE at the onsets.
[4] On the other hand, it has been reported that earthward

fast flows can also occur during relatively quiet intervals as
identified with ground magnetic field observations [Sergeev
et al., 1986; Baumjohann et al., 1989; Ohtani et al., 2002].
However, ground magnetic field observations often fail to
detect spatially localized disturbance that global images can
detect. Moreover, some of these fast flows were actually
associated with weak geomagnetic disturbance, for exam-
ple, lower than 100 nT. In other words, whereas fast flows
during nonsubstorm intervals have been already reported,
whether or not they occur without small auroral bright-
enings remains unknown.
[5] Associations between fast flows in the near-Earth tail

and auroral brightenings were recently studied by first
identifying fast flows and then studying global auroral
images. Fairfield et al. [1999] studied some earthward fast
flow events and found that they were accompanied by
auroral brightenings. This result was further supported by
an extended study by Nakamura et al. [2001]. Ieda et al.
[2001] studied tailward moving plasmoids, whose north-
then-south variations in the magnetic field are strong
evidence for near-Earth reconnection. They found that at
least 80% of tailward moving plasmoids were accompanied
by auroral brightenings. The association between plasmoids
and brightenings was ambiguous for the remaining 20%,
since there had already been some auroral activities ongo-
ing. Thus fast flows are inferred to be almost always
associated with auroral brightenings, but it is sometimes
difficult to determine whether or not a brightening is
occurring when there are preexisting auroras.
[6] In this paper, we try to further test the association

from another point of view: Fast flows are not expected
during quiet intervals as defined from global auroral images,
if there are always auroral brightenings for fast flows. The
purpose of this study is to test the absence of fast flows
during quiet intervals by first identifying quiet intervals in
global images and then studying flows in the tail.
[7] The other purpose is to clarify the association between

slow flows and auroral brightenings. Fast flows usually
explicitly or implicitly refer to the plasma velocity faster
than 300–400 km s�1 and are often required to be perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field for the significance in the
magnetic flux transport [e.g., Fairfield et al., 1999; Paterson
et al., 1998]. In previous studies of the association between
fast flows and auroral brightenings, only ‘‘clear’’ fast flows
were studied and they were found to be associated with
brightenings. Such ‘‘clear’’ fast flows were plasmoids [Ieda
et al., 2001] or flow bursts with strong flux transfer rate
[Nakamura et al., 2001]. On the other hand, it is not clear how
‘‘less clear’’ fast flows like perpendicular flows slower than
�300 km s�1 or parallel flows are associated with bright-
enings. In this study, we also study whether or not these less
clear flows can occur during quiet intervals.
[8] The quiet intervals in this study are defined by

excluding not only breakups in global images but also small
brightenings or pseudobreakups and even fading auroras. It
is generally impossible to identify ‘‘perfectly’’ quiet inter-
vals, because very localized or weak disturbance is likely to
be common even during quiet intervals. Moreover, there
may be no ‘‘perfectly’’ quiet intervals at all. Thus the quiet

intervals in this study may include even weaker, smaller, or
shorter duration disturbance that is hard to recognize in
global images.

2. Data Set

[9] This study is based on simultaneous observations by
the Geotail and Polar spacecraft for 16 months from
1 January 1997 through 30 April 1998. (Geotail plasma
data after April 30, 1998 are still under calibration.) During
this period, Geotail orbited in the solar-ecliptic plane and
had perigee of �10 RE and apogee of �30 RE.
[10] The low-energy particle (LEP) instrument on board

Geotail makes three-dimensional plasma measurements
[Mukai et al., 1994]. In our statistical survey, we used 12-s
(four-spin period) averages of velocity moments of ions
from 32 eV q�1 to 39 keV q�1. We calculated ion velocity
moments with an assumption that all ion species are protons.
We also used 12-s (statistical survey) and 3-s (case study)
averages of the magnetic field data obtained by the magnetic
field (MGF) experiment, which was described in detail by
Kokubun et al. [1994].
[11] The Polar ultraviolet imager (UVI) provides global

imaging of auroras [Torr et al., 1995]. In automatically
identifying quiet intervals, we used 36-s exposure time,
Lyman-Birge-Hopfield-long (LBHL, �1700 Å) images,
which were usually taken every 3 min. In a case study, we
also examined the 18-s exposure LBHL images. The spatial
resolution of the images is �40 km when Polar vertically
observes the polar ionosphere from its apogee of 9 RE. UVI
images will be shown in the altitude adjusted corrected
geomagnetic (AACGM) coordinates [Baker and Wing,
1989].

3. Statistical Survey

3.1. Identification of Quiet Intervals

[12] To identify quiet intervals, we first removed dayglow
from the images for the March-September period but made
no correction on the images in the winter seasons (October–
February) when it was less necessary. More explanation for
this procedure is given by Shue et al. [2001]. We then
averaged the photon counts over each grid of 0.5� in the
magnetic latitude (MLAT) and 0.25 hours in the magnetic
local time (MLT) for the target area of 60�–75� MLAT and
21–03 MLT. We labeled the images as quiet when there
were no more than one grid point with photon counts above
a threshold of 10 photons cm�2 s�1 �300 Rayleigh. In
other words, we ignored potential brightenings smaller than
the one grid size or weaker than 10 photons cm�2 s�1.
Twenty percent of images are identified as quiet when
Geotail was in �8 � X > �31 RE and in jY j < 10 RE of
the tail including both the plasma sheet and the tail lobe.
There are no accepted quantitative criteria of brightenings.
We chose the threshold as low as 10 photons cm�2 s�1, to
exclude brightenings that appeared in case studies by Ieda et
al. [2001] and Nakamura et al. [2001]. We realize some
quiet intervals might have been excluded due to occasional
isolated noise recorded as higher than 10 photons cm�2 s�1.
A typical background noise level of the images is 4 photons
cm�2 s�1. Thus the quiet intervals in this study may
sometimes include very weak brightening-like signatures
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with 4–10 photons cm�2 s�1 that could be visually iden-
tified in fine spatial resolution images but are difficult to
automatically discriminate from background noise or quiet
time auroral ovals.
[13] Finally, we searched for intervals when all the 36-s

exposure LBHL images remained quiet for at least 30 min
with the time separation between images shorter than 4 min.
As a result, we found 41 quiet intervals, totaling 39 hours,
which was 8% of the 512 hours of Polar observations when
the target area remained inside the field of view more than
30 min. The longest quiet interval continued for 126 min.
[14] Figure 1 shows the Geotail locations for the identi-

fied 41 quiet intervals, projected on the XY plane. We used
the aberrated GSM coordinates with an aberration of 4�.
Circles indicate that Geotail observed flows faster than
300 km s�1, and crosses indicate the remaining intervals
(without fast flows). Each circle or cross represents the
Geotail location at the center time of each interval. Four
intervals beyond 20 RE included fast flows.

3.2. Occurrence of Flows

[15] Figure 2 shows the occurrence probabilities (%) of
Vx, Vperp,x, and Vpara,x in the plasma sheet, from top to
bottom. They are the X component of the plasma velocity
and the X components of the velocity perpendicular and
parallel to the magnetic field, respectively. The three panels
on the left were obtained in �8 � X > �20 RE, and the other
three panels on the right were obtained in �20 � X >
�31 RE. Each panel shows the occurrence probabilities of
the velocities in the plasma sheet for the quiet intervals
(bold line), and all intervals including the periods without

the image data (thin line). The plasma sheet was identified
by b � 0.1, where b is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the
magnetic pressure. We used the measured ion temperature
and assumed the ratio of ion to electron temperature as five
[Slavin et al., 1985]. The first and last 5 min of each quiet
interval were excluded, because disturbance in the tail and
associated auroras may be separated by a few minutes [Ieda
et al., 2001].
[16] The quiet intervals contain 2813 plasma sheet 12-s

samples (equivalent to 9 hours) in �8 � X > �20 RE and
4994 samples (17 hours) in �20 � X > �31 RE, while the
all-intervals data set contains 200,335 plasma sheet samples
(668 hours) in �8 � X > �20 RE and 266,808 samples
(889 hours) in �20 � X > �31 RE. Note that the occurrence
probabilities below �1% only contain less than a few tens
of samples in the quiet intervals data set. Thus each occur-
rence probability of velocities faster than �100 km s�1

during quiet times is not generalized but represents our
specific data set. Occurrence probabilities of fast flows are
also expected to depend on satellite locations, especially on
the distance from the neutral sheet. Although we restricted
our data set to the plasma sheet of limited XY locations, it is
still possible that fast flows are more often found in more
specific locations. However, it is currently difficult to take
this effect into account and normalize the quiet time data set,
because quiet time fast flows are quite rare.
[17] Fast flows (jVxj > 300 km s�1) during all intervals

(thin lines) are more frequently observed in �20 � X >
�31RE (top right panel of Figure 2) than in�8� X >�20RE

(top left panel of Figure 2), and this is consistent with the
results ofPaterson et al. [1998]. This is also in the case for the
quiet intervals (bold lines). It appears in the top two panels of
Figure 2 that fast flows (jVxj > 300 km s�1) are more rare
during the quiet intervals (bold lines) when compared with
the all intervals (thin lines), as is consistent with the results of
Baumjohann et al. [1989]. However, a few earthward flows
faster than 300 km s�1 were still found in the four intervals,
whose Geotail locations are shown as circles in Figure 1.
There were no tailward flows faster than 300 km s�1, and the
fastest tailward streaming plasmas (Vx = �260 km s�1,
Vperp,x = �183 km s�1) were found in a fluctuating flow,
but the magnetic field was northward (not shown).
[18] No perpendicular flows faster than 300 km s�1 were

found during quiet intervals, as shown by the thin lines in
the middle panels of Figure 2. There was a perpendicular
flow faster than 200 km s�1 as shown by the thin line in the
middle right panel of Figure 2 in a single interval but the
magnetic field was almost steady (not shown). Thus it is not
surprising that there was no auroral brightenings for the
particular perpendicular flow, which recorded the maximal
Vperp,x (= 262 km s�1) and the maximal flux transport rate
(VxBz = 2.6 mV m�1) during our quiet intervals. There were
four intervals that contained perpendicular flows faster than
100 km s�1 but slower than 200 km s�1, including transient
events as shown later. These results indicate that perpen-
dicular flows faster than 100 km s�1 but slower than 200–
300 km s�1 are possible during quiet intervals.

4. Case Study

[19] Figure 2 suggests that quiet time flows were observed
more frequently farther from the Earth. There were four

Figure 1. Geotail locations for 41 quiet intervals shown
on the equatorial plane of the tail in the aberrated GSM
coordinates. Circles indicate that Geotail observed flows
faster than 300 km s�1 in the plasma sheet, and crosses
indicate that Geotail observed no fast flows.
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intervals containing earthward fast flows in Figure 1.
For the event closest to the Earth, Geotail observed an
earthward flow at 21 RE that occurred at 1346–1353 UT on
12 December 1997. This event was studied in detail.
[20] Figure 3 shows a 40-min series of Polar spacecraft

UVI/LBHL fine spatial resolution images of the nightside
polar ionosphere from 60� to 90� in MLAT. The midnight
meridian is represented by a horizontal line through the
center of each panel. Shown on the top of each panel is the
center time of each exposure. In addition to the 36-s
exposure LBHL images (marked as L36s on the right

bottom of each panel), which are used in the identifications
of the quiet intervals, the 18-s exposure LBHL images
(L18s) are included. L18s images are somewhat noisy,
because of the shorter exposure periods. The time separation
is 27 s from a L18s image to a L36s image and is 157s from
a L36s image to a L18s image.
[21] The images show no brightening at any time, even at

the times of earthward flow (1348:13 and 1348:40 UT)
shown by red letters. The Geotail location at 1350 UT
mapped to 69 MLAT and 23.2 MLT using a corrected
Tsyganenko 89 model with Kp = 0 [Tsyganenko, 1989]. It

Figure 2. The occurrence probabilities (%) of (top to bottom) Vx, Vperp,x, and Vpara,x in the plasma sheet.
The three panels on the left are obtained in �8 � X > �20 RE, and other three panels on the right are
obtained in �20 � X > �31 RE. Each panel shows the occurrence probabilities for the quiet intervals
(bold line) and for all intervals regardless of UVI observations (thin line). The plasma sheet was identified
by b � 0.1.
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might appear that auroras are slightly brighter around
70� MLAT and 0.5 MLT in the 1354:48 UT panel than in
other panels; however, we think this variation in auroras is
too weak to be classified as a brightening.
[22] Figure 4 shows an earthward flow event beginning at

1346 UT. Top four panels show the 3-s magnetic field and
the next five panels show the 12-s plasma parameters,
where Vx (bold line) and Vperp,x (thin line) are shown in a
single panel. Second panel from the bottom shows the static
total pressure and the plasma pressure, where the tempera-
ture ratio of ions to electrons was assumed to be five. The
bottom panel shows the plasma beta, which is the ratio of
the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure.

[23] The earthward flow was observed at 1346–1353 UT.
The plasma beta was higher than unity, suggesting that
Geotail was deep in the plasma sheet. Variations in the static
total pressure along with a large peak in By indicate that the
earthward flow was transient. The earthward flow started
around 1346 UT and had a peak in the Vperp,x (= 126 km
s�1) at 1347:42 UT and a peak in the Vx (= 390 km s�1) at
1350:32 UT.
[24] Figure 5a shows energy-time spectrograms of elec-

trons and ions in satellite coordinates, which are close to the
GSE coordinates, for the same interval as Figure 4. The top
two panels show the counts of electrons from 60 eV q�1 to
38 keV q�1 streaming earthward and tailward. The bottom

Figure 3. The Polar spacecraft ultraviolet images of auroras for the quiet interval when an earthward
flow was observed. Shown is a 40-min series of images of the nightside polar ionosphere from 60� to 90�
in MLATwith the midnight meridian represented by a horizontal line through the center of each panel. In
addition to the 36-s exposure LBHL images (marked as L36s on the right bottom of each panel), which
are used in the automatic identifications of the quiet intervals, the 18-s exposure LBHL images (L18s) are
shown. The times (1348:13 and 1348:40 UT) of the earthward flow are shown by red letters.
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four panels show ions from 32 eV q�1 to 39 keV q�1

streaming dawnward, earthward, duskward, and tailward.
The counts of the LEP instrument have energy dependences
so that higher-energy particles are exaggerated in Figure 5a
when compared to the phase space densities. There
are enhanced earthward moving ions between 1346 and
1353 UT, while the low-energy part of tailward moving ions
gradually disappear from 1348 to 1350 UT. These tenden-
cies are not clear in electron energy-time spectrograms.
[25] Figure 5b shows the slices of the ion velocity

distribution functions on the plane including the velocity
vector and the magnetic field vector. The plane also con-
tains the Vperp vector and the Vpara vector by definition,
where Vpara = B (V � B)/B2 and Vperp = V � Vpara. The color
code indicates the phase space densities (s3 m�6). At
1347:42 UT when a peak in the Vperp,x was observed and
the magnetic field was dawnward, ions mostly consisted of
a component streaming in the direction (earthward) perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field, except for a dawnward-
streaming component. While at 1350:32 when a peak in
the Vx was observed and the magnetic field was tailward,
the ion velocity distribution shows two components stream-
ing along the magnetic field. The earthward streaming
component (�570 km s�1) is somewhat faster than the
velocity moment (390 km s�1), which is shown by a white
arrow. This difference is mainly due to the tailward stream-
ing component (�860 km s�1), while the lowest-energy
ions (�100 km s�1) that are slightly lower than the 1-count
level do not contribute much. These counterstreaming ions
consisting of the earthward streaming denser component
and the tailward streaming more energetic component are
known as a plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) feature
[Forbes et al., 1981; Eastman et al., 1984, 1985]. The
tailward streaming component is thought to be caused by
the near-Earth mirroring of the earthward streaming com-
ponent [e.g., Onsager et al., 1991]. This mirroring may be

Figure 4. An earthward flow event beginning at 1346 UT, whose auroral conditions were shown in
Figure 3. The top four panels show the 3-s magnetic field, and the next five panels show the 12-s plasma
parameters. Second panel from bottom shows the static total pressure and the plasma pressure, where the
temperature ratio of ions to electrons was assumed to be five. The bottom panel shows the plasma beta,
which is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure.
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consistent with the fact that the particular flow was not
geoeffective. Electron velocity distribution functions
(not shown) show a single Maxwellian distribution at
1347:42 UT and field-aligned counterstreaming components
at 1350:32 UT.
[26] Figure 6 shows the solar wind parameters measured

by the IMP 8 satellite at GSM (X, Y, Z ) = (31, 1, 6) RE. The
horizontal bar between 1346 and 1353 UT shows the
periods of the earthward flow. The IMF has been northward
for more than 1 hour including this interval, and this is
consistent with the quiet auroras. There are some small-
scale structures in the IMF like around 1334 UT, but their

associations with the tail and with the ionosphere are not
clear.
[27] Figure 7 is 1-min ground magnetic field data mea-

sured by the 210-meridian magnetometers [Yumoto and the
210� MM Magnetic Observation Group, 1996] in the
Northern Hemisphere shown by their MLAT from top to
bottom. Around 1350 UT when the earthward flow was
observed, the Kotel’nyy (KTN) station at 22.5 MLT and
70 MLAT showed a very weak gradual variation of 10 nT in
the H component. We think this variation might be associ-
ated with the earthward flow, but it is difficult to be sure.
The magnetic field variations were smaller than a few nT at

Figure 5. (a) Energy-time spectrograms of electrons and ions for the same interval in Figure 4, shown
in satellite coordinates, which is close to the GSE coordinates. The top two panels show electrons from
60 eV q�1 to 38 keV q�1 moving earthward and tailward. The bottom four panels show ions from 32 eV q�1

to 39 keV q�1 moving dawnward, earthward, duskward, and tailward. (b) The slices of the ion distribution
functions at 1347:42 and 1350:32 UT on the plane including the velocity vector and the magnetic field
vector. The plane also contains the Vperp vector and the Vpara vector by definition. White arrows are velocity
vectors (velocity moments).
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Tixie (TIK, 22.2 MLT, 66 MLAT) and at Zyryanka (ZYK,
23.5 MLT, 60 MLAT). There was no positive bay larger
than a few nT in other stations with lower magnetic
latitudes. No Pi2 pulsations were inferred from the Kakioka
station (23.2 MLT, 30 MLAT) 1-s magnetic field data, and
its variation was less than 0.2 nT (not shown). The Kp index
from 12 to 15 UT was 0. In summary of the ground
magnetic field observations, there was no significant dis-
turbance, which is in good agreement with the absence of
auroral brightenings in the global images.

5. Discussion and Summary

[28] In this work we first automatically identified quiet
intervals with global images and then searched for fast
flows (>300 km s�1) in the plasma sheet. As a result, a
limited number of earthward parallel fast flows were found
but no perpendicular fast flows nor tailward fast flows were
found. This result is consistent with the previous findings
[Fairfield et al., 1999; Ieda et al., 2001; Nakamura et al.,
2001] that clear fast flows were almost always associated
with auroral brightenings. The absence of perpendicular fast
flows during quiet intervals is suggested by this study,
although is not generally conclusive because of the short
amount of the quiet intervals (39 hours). Perpendicular fast
flows, however, would be at most quite rare with much
bigger data set than the 16 months surveyed in this study.
[29] In contrast to the lack of perpendicular fast flows and

tailward fast flows, occasional earthward parallel fast flows

were found beyond �20 RE down the tail during quiet
intervals. Thus earthward parallel fast flows are not neces-
sarily geoeffective. We would like to emphasize that parallel
flows can be transient. A possible explanation of the
counterstreaming ions in the PSBL is that the earthward
moving component directly comes from the distant neutral
line and that the tailward moving component originally
comes from the distant neutral line, moves earthward, and
then is mirrored near the Earth such that it moves tailward to
be observed by a satellite [Onsager et al., 1991]. Since the
counterstreaming ions often have the earthward streaming
component denser than the tailward streaming component
[Nakamura et al., 1992], the resulting velocity moments
tend to yield earthward flows. This tendency might lead to a
conclusion that there are always earthward fast flows in the
PSBL, if the PSBL was identified by the counterstreaming
ions. It is known that the counterstreaming ion velocity
distribution functions can be found in all geomagnetic
activity levels [e.g., Eastman et al., 1984]. This does not
mean, however, that there are always fast flows in the outer
region of the plasma sheet. If we define the PSBL with the
magnetic field and the plasma parameters, not with the
counterstreaming ions, the velocity is slow in most cases
and fast flows tend to be observed in geomagnetically active
intervals [Baumjohann et al., 1988]. The particular earth-
ward flow at 21 RE in this study was actually transient, since
it had variations in the static total pressure and in the
magnetic field.
[30] In summary, (1) no perpendicular fast (>300 km s�1)

flows were found during quiet intervals. This supports the
previous finding that clear fast flows were almost always

Figure 6. The solar wind parameters measured by the IMP
8 satellite at GSM (X, Y, Z) = (31, 1, 6) RE for the earthward
flow event in the tail in Figure 4. The horizontal bar
between 1346 and 1353 UT shows the periods of the
earthward flow. IMF-Bz has been northward for this
interval.

Figure 7. The 210 meridian magnetometer observations of
the ground magnetic field in the Northern Hemisphere for
the earthward flow event in Figure 4. The horizontal bar
between 1346 and 1353 UT shows the periods of the
earthward flow. Stations with their magnetic latitudes from
the highest to the lowest are shown from top to bottom.
There is no significant disturbance on the ground around
1350 UT when the earthward flow was observed.
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associated by auroral brightenings. (2) Both earthward
parallel fast flows and perpendicular flows faster than
100 km s�1 but slower than �300 km s�1 are possible
beyond �20 RE down the tail even during quiet intervals.
The results (1) and (2) suggest that jVperp,xj �300 km s�1

appears to be a good criterion to statistically separate the
geoeffectiveness of flows beyond �20 RE. The particular
transient earthward parallel fast flow shown in a case study
was not geoeffective, and this may be consistent with the
tailward moving ion component, which is believed to have
been mirrored near the Earth.
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